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Lot 1 Alanis MorissetteA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured seated at the microphone in a black
sequin shirt between takes. Date: 25/05/08Pictured just under a
month before the release of her 2008 album "Flavours of
Engagement" which achieved 600,000 sales worldwide and
placed number one in the Swiss charts. This photograph
represents Morissette in the mature years of her successful
career, thirteen years after her hit album "Jagged Little
Pill".This Fusion DOT is an indivisible bundle comprising the
following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high
quality poster size print (22 x 15")2) Digital Item:The unique
and original high resolution file as captured by professional
photographers working under service contracts for Live From
Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 4.07MB3) Intellectual
Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this
description and corresponding to the matching Physical Items
and Digital Item set out above) to be assigned from the current
holder to the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit
the image.4) DOT:A digital ownership token (DOT) to be held in
a Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with
items 1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and
2012, Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the
finest musicians from around the world. These hallowed
grounds facilitated the most intimate of performances - the
groups playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their
music as opposed to a paying audience of
thousands.Photographed by studio professionals, the images
offered below are unique representations of the otherwise
unseen magic of these one-time performances. For musicians
so familiar to the big stage, performances such as these at
Abbey Road Studios are a rare moment of purity and clarity. For
fans of music, performance and the arts, no better record exists
of this intimate artistic impression.What is a Fusion-Digital
Owernship Token (DOT)?- A rare and tangible, high quality
print.- A digital asset comprising the original high resolution
file.- Copyright over the image.- A DOT contract to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, proving ownership
over the above.

Estimate
£150 to £300



Lot 2 Ed SheeranA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Photographed seated at the microphone,
playing his acoustic guitar. A unique photograph. Date:
02/09/2011Just one week before the release of Sheeran's debut
album '+', an album that would propel his career exponentially,
this unique photograph gives a unique insight into Sheeran's
lesser seen early career. Ed Sheeran has now broken multiple
music industry records for sales and hits. At the time of
writing, Sheeran's music has 76,921,422 monthly streams on
Spotify.This Fusion DOT is an indivisible bundle comprising the
following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high
quality poster size print (22 x 15")2) Digital Item:The unique
and original high resolution file as captured by professional
photographers working under service contracts for Live From
Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 4.66MB3) Intellectual
Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this
description and corresponding to the matching Physical Items
and Digital Item set out above) to be assigned from the current
holder to the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit
the image.4) DOT:A digital ownership token (DOT) to be held in
a Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with
items 1-3 identified above. Notes: Between the years 2006 and
2012, Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the
finest musicians from around the world. These hallowed
grounds facilitated the most intimate of performances - the
groups playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their
music as opposed to a paying audience of
thousands.Photographed by studio professionals, the images
offered below are unique representations of the otherwise
unseen magic of these one-time performances. For musicians
so familiar to the big stage, performances such as these at
Abbey Road Studios are a rare moment of purity and clarity. For
fans of music, performance and the arts, no better record exists
of this intimate artistic impression.What is a Fusion-Digital
Owernship Token (DOT)?- A rare and tangible, high quality
print.- A digital asset comprising the original high resolution
file.- Copyright over the image.- A DOT contract to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, proving ownership
over the above.

Estimate
£500 to £1,000



Lot 3 Florence and the MachineA Unique Image from A Behind
Closed Doors Performance(nft): Pictured standing at the
microphone, smiling candidly to her right between
performances. A rare and personal insight into this charismatic
artist. Date: 14/07/09Photographed just eleven days after the
release of her debut breakthrough album "Lungs" which
achieved number one in the UK and was awarded nineteen
major awards, this photograph represents the genesis of a
British Indie Rock star.This Fusion DOT is an indivisible bundle
comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A
unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")2) Digital
Item:The unique and original high resolution file as captured
by professional photographers working under service contracts
for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: NEFFile Size: 9.43MB3)
Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as
described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) DOT:A digital
ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified
above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road
Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest musicians
from around the world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the
most intimate of performances - the groups playing to one
another for the sheer pleasure of their music as opposed to a
paying audience of thousands.Photographed by studio
professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?- A rare
and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset comprising the
original high resolution file.- Copyright over the image.- A DOT
contract to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 4 Gnarls Barkley (CeeLo Green and Danger Mouse)Unique
Images from A Behind Closed Doors Performance(nft): Two
images; CeeLo Green pictured standing at the microphone
looking into the distance dressed in black suit and tie and dark
shades, and a close portrait in profile of Danger Mouse in
similar clothing. Date: 15/06/08While the duo are both well
known for their solo work which has brought them both
separate acclaim, Gnarls Barkley hit upon success initially with
their 2006 album "St. Elsewhere" which achieved number one
in the UK and nine awards. These images were taken just
months after the follow-up and final album "The Odd Couple" in
2008 and offers a rare insight into this powerful but short-lived
duo.This Fusion DOT is an indivisible bundle comprising the
following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:Unique, high
quality poster size prints (22 x 15")2) Digital Item:The unique
and original high resolution files as captured by professional
photographers working under service contracts for Live From
Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 5.71MB, 2.85MB3)
Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the images (as
described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the images.4) DOT:A digital
ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified
above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road
Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest musicians
from around the world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the
most intimate of performances - the groups playing to one
another for the sheer pleasure of their music as opposed to a
paying audience of thousands.Photographed by studio
professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?- A rare
and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset comprising the
original high resolution file.- Copyright over the image.- A DOT
contract to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£300 to £600



Lot 5 Iron MaidenA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Picturing Nicko McBrain (drums) punching
the air in excitement, Steve Harris (bass guitar) and Adrian
Smith (guitar), both strumming. An exciting and dynamic
image from this one-off performance. Date:
10/12/2006Photographed just months after the release of their
album "A Matter of Life and Death" which achieved number one
in Finland, Germany, Italy and Sweden. A remarkable image of
an ever present and omnipotent band.This Fusion DOT is an
indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1)
Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x
15")The original film negative and contact taken from said
negative2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution
file as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 4.68MB3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright
in the image (as described in this description and
corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital Item
set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to the
buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the image.4)
DOT:A digital ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance
compatible online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3
identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?- A rare
and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset comprising the
original high resolution file.- Copyright over the image.- A DOT
contract to be held in a Binance compatible online digital
wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 6 James BlakeA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured at the keyboard, singing into his
microphone. A moving image faithfully depicting the soulful
nature of Blake's performances. Date: 04/05/2011Pictured just
months after his debut album "James Blake" which achieved
number one in Belgium. Blake has since gone from strength to
strength, forging a world renowned name for himself, finding
himself the critic's choice. In 2013 Blake was awarded the
Mercury prize, later wining a Grammy Award and nominations
for Brit Awards.This Fusion DOT is an indivisible bundle
comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A
unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")2) Digital
Item:The unique and original high resolution file as captured
by professional photographers working under service contracts
for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 3.54MB3)
Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as
described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) DOT:A digital
ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified
above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road
Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest musicians
from around the world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the
most intimate of performances - the groups playing to one
another for the sheer pleasure of their music as opposed to a
paying audience of thousands.Photographed by studio
professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?-
A rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- A DOT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 7 MikaA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured sat at a grand piano, hands
together in a gesture of prayer, a beautiful photograph from
this one-off performance. Date: 01/09/09Photographed just
days before the release of his second album "The Boy Who
Knew Too Much" which, along with his previous and following
albums, achieved number one in France.This Fusion DOT is an
indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1)
Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x
15")2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file
as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 4.5MB3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright
in the image (as described in this description and
corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital Item
set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to the
buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the image.4)
DOT:A digital ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance
compatible online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3
identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?-
A rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- A DOT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 8 MuseA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Matt Bellamy photographed dramatically
strumming his guitar in mid-performance. A dramatic image
from this one-off performance. Date: 28/08/2006Photographed
just months after what was, at the time, their most successful
album "Black Holes and Revelations" which achieved number
one in the U.K., Australia, Ireland and Switzerland as well as
thirteen major awards.This Fusion DOT is an indivisible bundle
comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A
unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")The original
film negative and contact taken from said negative2) Digital
Item:The unique and original high resolution file as captured
by professional photographers working under service contracts
for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 9.5MB3)
Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as
described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) DOT:A digital
ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified
above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road
Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest musicians
from around the world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the
most intimate of performances - the groups playing to one
another for the sheer pleasure of their music as opposed to a
paying audience of thousands.Photographed by studio
professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?-
A rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- A DOT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 9 Natasha BedingfieldA Unique Image from A Behind Closed
Doors Performance(nft): Pictured standing at her microphone
and smiling to her left; a shimmering image of this well-loved
artist. Date: 15/12/2006Photographed four months before the
release of her second album "N.B. [Pocketful of Sunshine]"
which achieved three major awards.This Fusion DOT is an
indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1)
Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x
15")The original film negative and contact taken from said
negative2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution
file as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 6.83MB3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright
in the image (as described in this description and
corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital Item
set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to the
buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the image.4)
DOT:A digital ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance
compatible online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3
identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?-
A rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- An DOT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 10 Norah JonesA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured sat at the piano, singing into a
microphone and looking directly at the camera. A remarkable
image from this behind closed doors performance. Date:
15/01/07Photographed just days after the release of her album
"Not Too Late" which achieved number one in at least nine
countries selling 5,000,000 copies worldwide and winning
thirteen awards.This Fusion DOT is an indivisible bundle
comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A
unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")The original
film negative and contact taken from said negative2) Digital
Item:The unique and original high resolution file as captured
by professional photographers working under service contracts
for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size: 6.3MB3)
Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image (as
described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) DOT:A digital
ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified
above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road
Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest musicians
from around the world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the
most intimate of performances - the groups playing to one
another for the sheer pleasure of their music as opposed to a
paying audience of thousands.Photographed by studio
professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?-
A rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- A DOT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 11 Paloma FaithA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured crossing the famous zebra crossing
outside Abbey Road Studios in dramatic black dress holding a
bunch of white balloons. Date: 19/06/09Photographed a few
months before the release of her debut album "Do You Want
the Truth or Something Beautiful?" which achieved over
700,000 sales in the U.K.This Fusion DOT is an indivisible
bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1) Physical
Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x 15")2)
Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file as
captured by professional photographers working under service
contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format: JPEGFile Size:
6.22MB 3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright in the image
(as described in this description and corresponding to the
matching Physical Items and Digital Item set out above) to be
assigned from the current holder to the buyer that gives the
right to reproduce or exploit the image.4) DOT:A digital
ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3 identified
above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012, Abbey Road
Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest musicians
from around the world. These hallowed grounds facilitated the
most intimate of performances - the groups playing to one
another for the sheer pleasure of their music as opposed to a
paying audience of thousands.Photographed by studio
professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?-
A rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- A DOT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 12 Sheryl CrowA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Pictured standing at a microphone with her
acoustic guitar.Dates: 15/02/08 Pictured a few days after the
release of "Detours" and a few months before "Home For
Christmas", her 6th and 7th albums.This Fusion DOT is an
indivisible bundle comprising the following items (1-4) only:1)
Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size print (22 x
15")2) Digital Item:The unique and original high resolution file
as captured by professional photographers working under
service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile Format:
JPEGFile Size: 5.32MB3) Intellectual Property Rights:Copyright
in the image (as described in this description and
corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital Item
set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to the
buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the image.4)
DOT:A digital ownership token (DOT) to be held in a Binance
compatible online digital wallet, associated with items 1-3
identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?-
A rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- A DOT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400



Lot 13 The KillersA Unique Image from A Behind Closed Doors
Performance(nft): Picturing Brandon Flowers (singing), Mark
Stoermer and Dave Kenning (guitar) and a session musician
playing the saxophone in the background. A wonderful image of
this unique private performance. Date: 29/11/2006The Killers
reached worldwide and prolonged fame with the track "Mr.
Brightside" on the album "Hot Fuss" which, at the time of
writing, has 1,575,740,067 streams on Spotify, is the sixth most
downloaded song on iTunes and has spent 260 non-consecutive
weeks in the U.K. singles charts, holding the record.This Fusion
DOT is an indivisible bundle comprising the following items
(1-4) only:1) Physical Items:A unique, high quality poster size
print (22 x 15")2) Digital Item:The unique and original high
resolution file as captured by professional photographers
working under service contracts for Live From Abbey RoadFile
Format: JPEGFile Size: 5.28MB3) Intellectual Property
Rights:Copyright in the image (as described in this description
and corresponding to the matching Physical Items and Digital
Item set out above) to be assigned from the current holder to
the buyer that gives the right to reproduce or exploit the
image.4) DOT:A digital ownership token (DOT) to be held in a
Binance compatible online digital wallet, associated with items
1-3 identified above.Notes: Between the years 2006 and 2012,
Abbey Road Studios hosted one hundred and forty of the finest
musicians from around the world. These hallowed grounds
facilitated the most intimate of performances - the groups
playing to one another for the sheer pleasure of their music as
opposed to a paying audience of thousands.Photographed by
studio professionals, the images offered below are unique
representations of the otherwise unseen magic of these one-
time performances. For musicians so familiar to the big stage,
performances such as these at Abbey Road Studios are a rare
moment of purity and clarity. For fans of music, performance
and the arts, no better record exists of this intimate artistic
impression.What is a Fusion-Digital Ownership Token (DOT)?-
A rare and tangible, high quality print.- A digital asset
comprising the original high resolution file.- Copyright over the
image.- A DOT contract to be held in a Binance compatible
online digital wallet, proving ownership over the above.

Estimate
£200 to £400


